Rushing to the end: Participants’ perceptions of demotivating aspects of online surveys
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More and more social science studies are now acquiring data through the internet, reaching participants online. Some participants start out engaged and motivated to participate, but progressively slide into “rushing behaviors”. We inquired experts in survey responding about when, in online studies, they would feel a desire for rushing (defined as speeding with no concerns about the quality of responses). This qualitative approach uncovered Repetition, Survey length and No interest in topic as the three main features that would motivate these participants to rush in surveys. Subsequent inquiry of the same participants indicated that repetition concerns the type of questions made (more than stimuli or task), the execution of the same task more than 5-6 times, or for more than 6 minutes. Survey length concerns a preference for shorter surveys, as well as the subjective experience in which length exceeds previously set expectations (i.e., longer than announced), contributing to rushing by effectively lowering the hourly pay rate as the survey increases in length. Interest in topic was reported to be consistently low, despite not being the main reason to quit the survey. However, a change in expected level of interest in the middle of the survey is reported as a factor that will promote rushing behaviors. We discuss these data as informative regarding how pre-tests of surveys can benefit from these participants’ expertise.
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Introduction

In this day and age, the internet has become ubiquitous both in our everyday life and in most forms of human activity. Research is no exception: studies in marketing or in a variety of social sciences now acquire data extensively, if not fully, through the internet, reaching participants on their computers or mobile devices, independently of their location (e.g., Evans & Mathur, 2005; Van Selm & Jankowski, 2006).

In this new paradigm, various platforms have positioned themselves between researchers and their participants – working as mediators, catalysts, or a meeting point. These services aim to facilitate processes such as recruiting (e.g., Prolific, Amazon Mechanical Turk), or survey building (e.g., Qualtrics, Google Forms, SurveyMonkey).

Recruiting platforms are of particular interest, as one of their integral features is the possibility (or, in some cases, requirement) to pay participants for their time and availability, and the data they provide. This is an ethical and encouraged practice among researchers. It has, however, led to the existence of “professional respondents” (Hillygus, Jackson, & Young, 2014; Matthijsse, de
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Leeuw, & Hox, 2015), individuals for whom survey-taking has taken the shape of a job: rentability is a priority, and reward-per-minute takes precedence over paying attention to the survey and its requirements. Gadiraju, Kawase, Dietze and Demartini (2015, p. 1631) refer to some of these participants as “malicious workers”, having “ulterior motives” and who “sabotage a task or try to quickly attain task completion for monetary gains”, also identifying “fast deceivers”, “who intend to bypass response validators in order to earn monetary rewards easily” (p. 1634).

But even the well-intended participants in online studies can lead to problematic data. They can start off with the intention to answer every question carefully and then, for a variety of reasons, change their behavior. Fast completion becomes their goal.

We suggest that inquiring of good (high approval rate) and experienced survey responders may offer relevant insight about a surveys’ problematic features. We address when these participants think that rushing may occur in their responses to a survey. Our aim is to understand what they perceive to be the survey features that contribute to a shift from a position of interest and motivation to be thorough and careful, to later see that motivation wane, and slide progressively into rushing behaviors. Although several studies already approach the factors that contribute to a fast completion of surveys, we believe that new insights may rise from asking experts about their own experiences. One advantage would be that the validation of this expertise can offer a pathway to quick pre-test our material before extending the survey to undesirable influences. In order to do this, we first review the literature about likely rushing factors and subsequently summarize results from a two-step inquiry of a sample of experts in survey responding.

Fast completion of surveys

Several factors may contribute to a fast completion of surveys. Each has been addressed with a specific term. “Speeding” (Zhang & Conrad, 2014) is the general term defining the act of very fast survey completion. Specifically, when the time taken to respond exceeds a threshold – the sum of the estimated time taken to read each word of the question. Data show that speedy respondents are likely to straight-line, that is, to give non-differentiated ratings for various different statements. Their reaction times have been found to be significantly related to quality of survey responses (Revilla & Ochoa, 2015). The term “satisficing” defines a response strategy where participants mobilize only the necessary cognitive effort to give a satisfactory response as opposed to an optimal one (Krosnick, 1991). These fast responses per se do not indicate low quality of data (for a review see Zhang & Conrad, 2014), since they can even be associated with lower error rates. In fact, response strategies based on satisficing may even benefit data quality as they reflect the multiple strategies we use as part of our normal cognitive functioning, revealing participants’ typical responses to deal with choice overload or decisions that are too effortful and taxing, opting instead for an alternative that meets a criterion of sufficiency (i.e., being good enough; Simon, 1972). Satisficers are thus responders that believe to have found a heuristic pathway to a valid and good response, in a highly efficient way: one that maximizes their gains.

Thus, satisfying encompasses a speeding attitude that is different from those “fast deceivers”, who aim to reach the end of the survey solely to receive payment. But this attitude is different from that of participants that start motivated to think carefully about each response, and then simply start to “rush”. Not because of a general attitude to speed, but as a reaction to the features of the survey, these participants see their motivation to respond thoroughly being redirected to reach the end of the survey as fast as possible. Speeding may therefore occur by different reasons: by a need to increase efficiency in responding (and so, satisficing, as a tradeoff between accuracy of response and effort expended in doing so); a proactive motivation to be fast and not care about...
the survey quality; or a reactive motivation (rushing), directed to finish the survey as fast as possible, sometimes at cost of quality (increasing random responses).

Rushers, contrary to fast deceivers, are not intent on cheating; that is, to intentionally attempt to circumvent rules in order to maximize profit or reward in a situation. Rushers, contrary to satisficers, know that they are not providing good responses. Rushers react to specific features of the survey, and aim solely to reach the end of the task faster by consequence of a motivational decrease and redirection (to survey completion). They are, in some way, sunk cost sensible, since they will not quit the survey after having already started it.

All these surveys respondents have a motivation to speed their responses. Findings from studies on online survey-taking point out that members of online panels, independently of their degree of motivation to have a positive contribution to the study, are all motivated to spend the least amount of time and energy possible (Sparrow, 2007). Online survey takers are impatient, fast readers (Manfreda, Batagelj, & Vehovar, 2002) who “just want to get started” and to quickly finish (Geisen & Bergstrom, 2017, p. 35). Participants aim to perform the survey with little to no effort at all – even when the differences lie in a minor motor action (e.g., a single extra mouse click, as demonstrated by Conrad, Couper, Tourangeau, & Peytchev, 2006). This is what may lead to the two different speeding strategies that characterize the experts in survey responding: satisficing (aiming to offer efficient responses) or simple rushing (find a way to finish independently of injuring the quality of the study).

The speeding strategy applied depends on the maintenance of the same level of motivation throughout the survey. Either a participant continues to aim for a satisfying strategy, or switches to rushing. And this is likely dependent on the design of the survey. Previous studies already suggest that the design of the survey be should such that the effort expended in completing it in good faith is equal or less than completing it randomly (Kittur, Chi, & Suh, 2008). Also, different features of a survey are known to impact the degree of motivation of respondents (see Dillman, 2011) and thus to impact the likelihood of activating a rushing strategy. Size of the survey is one of such features; response rates and participation are lower when tasks are more demanding (Kaye & Johnson, 1999), and the shorter the survey, the more likely participants will agree to do it (Quinn, 2002, cit. Nulty, 2008; Van Selm & Jankowski, 2006). Repetition is also another factor reported to affect data in undesireable ways. Research tells us it is advisable to avoid needless repetition of items, questions and instructions, or at least minimize the use of redundancies as they can result in decreased response rate (Asarch, Chiu, Kimball, & Dellavalle, 2009). Other studies approached the efficiency of grouping multiple items per page, in a gridlike matrix fashion, to avoid repetition of questions, instructions and rating scales (Roßmann, Gummer, & Silber, 2018; Van Selm & Jankowski, 2006).

Current study: Perceived rushing factors

Inquiring online survey expert respondents will allow us to understand if their perceptions regarding the possible sources of their demotivation to provide good responses to a survey match those identified in current literature. We address what they believe to be factors that would lead them to rushing. This will inform us as to whether individuals acknowledge previously identified influences, and employ their own experiences in providing us information regarding what they believe can lead to rush in surveys.

We followed a qualitative approach targeting the opinions of those who frequently respond to surveys and have a high level of approved submissions on Prolific. We inquired them in two different phases: a first phase where, in an open questionnaire, we ask which aspects of the survey individuals believe to be the cause of a loss of motivation to respond, and a consequent rush to
the survey’s end; and a second phase, in which a closed-format questionnaire follows-up on the specificitiy of those aspects.

Method

Participants

Forty-two participants (59.09% male, mean age of 32) who had already participated in 20 or more online studies were recruited through the Prolific platform (11.23% had participated in 20-30 studies; 24.53% in 30-40, 11.32% in 40-50, and a majority of 52.83% in more than 50 studies), with an average approval rate of 98.7%. In the first phase participants were paid 0.3 GBP for an average time of 3 minutes of participation. In the second phase participants were paid 0.4 GBP for an average time of 4 minutes of participation. Payment was always above Prolific’s reward recommendation of 5 GBP/h.

The survey was made available on desktop and also optimized for mobile devices.

Phase 1

Individuals were invited to participate in a study about their own participation in online studies. Instructions referred that their engagement in online surveys may differ since they may be either very motivated to read everything, thinking and answering very carefully, or just want to reach the end of the survey, answering fast and giving questions little thought. Participants were subsequently informed that our interest was in the occurrence of one specific type of engagement: when they start out motivated but lose that motivation during the survey and rush to the end, and that our aim was to try to understand why this transition happens.

We then asked participants to respond to the following question: “What aspects of a survey would cause you to lose motivation and rush to the end?” Eight text fields were shown, in which participants could provide their answers.

Participants were then asked to estimate how many surveys they had previously participated in and were thanked for their participation.

Results

Respondents offered 202 text entries, of which 24 were either completely unrelated and seemingly random, too vague, or unequivocal cheating (e.g., “owning property”, “language”, or “reason”), and 10 for referring aspects external to the survey. Content analysis (remaining 168 answers were categorized by one of the researchers and three independent raters expressed their agreement or disagreement about which category the responses should belong to) highlighted three factors referred to as the major sources of demotivation; Repetition, Survey length and No interest in topic, which were the focus of our subsequent analysis (Table 1).
Table 1
Answer categories, with absolute and relative frequencies. Ordered from most to least common

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Response count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repetition</td>
<td>“Repetitive task (gets boring fast)”</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Length</td>
<td>“If it takes too long”</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No interest in topic</td>
<td>“Uninteresting survey”</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>“Survey being boring”</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text amount</td>
<td>“Too much reading required”</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low reward</td>
<td>“Low payout”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question length</td>
<td>“Long winded questions”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusing questions or instructions</td>
<td>“Unclear questions”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusing (not specified)</td>
<td>“Doesn’t make sense”</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unresponsive interface</td>
<td>“Questions take to long to load”</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items per page</td>
<td>“Questions that require you to scroll up and down the screen each time”</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating scale overuse</td>
<td>“A lot of tick list”</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time limit</td>
<td>“Needing a response to quickly”</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>“Poor design”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>“Hard to answer questions”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effortful answers</td>
<td>“Minimum character responses”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors in survey</td>
<td>“Punctuation errors”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media usage</td>
<td>“Images”?”/”No images”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress bar</td>
<td>“No visual progression bar”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing subject</td>
<td>“When it starts going off-topic”</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice overload</td>
<td>“Too many choices”</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagrams</td>
<td>“Complicated diagrams”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauses</td>
<td>“Pauses”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>“Too much private info”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question inconsistency</td>
<td>“Lists of ratings that are inconsistent (one question is “I am” and other is “I am not”)”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required to download</td>
<td>“Required to download something”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictive alternatives</td>
<td>“The option I would like to give is not available”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>168</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. A full list of answers can be found in Appendix 1.

Phase 2

We aimed to better understand participants’ responses from the first phase. We targeted how they would operationalize repetition and survey length, and how they incorporate the interest in survey topic as a factor for rushing. In addition, we explored fairness of payment as a relevant factor for rushing, since it can be a source of motivation for finishing the survey, as opposed to quitting it, when participants become demotivated, providing an ideal reason for rushing.

Participants were reminded of the subject matter of the Phase I study and it was expressed that they should respond keeping in mind that the aim of the study was to learn more about aspects that make people lose motivation and rush to the end of surveys.

We addressed operationalization of repetition in two ways. First, by asking participants to report how much repetition of a stimulus, question, or task (a combination of the two) would lead them to feel that a survey was repetitive (1=Not at all; 7=Completely). Secondly, they were asked to define the number of times the same task is required to be completed, and the number of minutes the same task lasts, in order to feel repetitive.
Operationalization of Survey length was explored by asking participants to define, in minutes, how long a short, medium, and long survey should be.

As to the factor of interest in survey topic, we surveyed participants regarding their participation in studies with topics they considered “NOT interesting”, and asked how frequently that awareness occurred only halfway through their participation. Participants were asked to estimate how often they found those topics uninteresting at the beginning of the survey (deciding to do it anyway), and in the course of responding (where rushing could be identified). A second question asked how often they quit the study, and how often they engage in random responding. In both cases, estimates were provided in percentages of times they manifested such behaviors in studies they considered to involve non-interesting topics.

Finally, we approached payment (rewards), and the violation of expectations attached to them, assuming as likely that these contribute to participants not abandoning the studies but instead engage in rushing behaviors. We explored the impact of participants’ reward expectations by asking them how often they quit or respond randomly (rush) in two types of situations: when they “expect an inadequate reward from the start of the survey”, and when they “find out in the course of responding that the reward will be inadequate”. Responses were provided on a seven-point scale (1=Never to 7=Always). Finally, we asked participants to estimate the percentage of times they had participated in studies that had paid fairly. As a control question, we asked what they consider to be a “fair payment”.

After offering information concerning age and gender, participants were thanked for their participation, and subsequently rewarded.

Results

Our first analysis addresses what participants mean when identifying repetition and length, as factors that promote rushing.

Repetition. Participants’ responses show that, in their experience, the repetition of the question \((M=5.50, SD=1.16; \text{Mode}=6)\) promotes a higher feeling of repetition than the repetition of a stimuli \((M=4.90, SD=1.17; \text{Mode}=5)\). This suggests that they perceive more repetition when a question or a rating scale remains on screen, while changing the target stimuli, than when an image remains and the question changes. Participants identify that this occurs when a task is done more than a mean of 5.3 times \((SD=3.18; \text{Mode}=3)\) or when it takes longer than approximately 6 minutes \((M=6.17; SD=4.30, \text{Mode}=5)\).

Survey length. With length being identified as a relevant factor for rushing, participants clarified that, subjectively, a short survey is one that takes approximately 5 minutes \((M=5.07; SD=2.12)\); a medium survey would last approximately 12 minutes \((M=12.48; SD=5.04)\); and a long survey as taking around 23 minutes \((M=23.14; SD=10.12)\).

We further explore how participants perceive the impact of the lack of the interest in the topic of a survey, as well as fairness of payment for their participation, in how they comply with the request. Participants report that this is not a relevant factor for them to decide to participate in the study, as even when a survey topic is found to be uninteresting before starting, they decide to do it anyway approximately in 42% of the times. More relevant for understanding rushing behavior, they report that in around 52.26% of their participations they become aware of their lack of interest only “in the course of the responding”. In these conditions (where rushing can occur) participants report to react by quitting the study 13.38% of the times. Conversely, in 17.79% of the cases, the reaction is to respond more or less randomly to the posed questions.
Reward as a motivation factor: One motivation that participants report to have for finishing a participation in a survey is the expectation of a reward. Although this factor was not directly reported in phase 1, it is likely contributing to the rushing behavior. Figure 1 shows the payment participants consider adequate when invited to participate in studies with different lengths.

![Figure 1. Mean score for time, adequate rewards and reward per hour (GBP/h) for short, medium and long surveys](image)

From the indicated length and adequate reward, we calculated the expected hourly pay for short, medium, and long surveys. Hourly pay was consistent across the three lengths, suggesting that on average participants consider 8.86 GBP per hour an adequate reward. However, when asked directly to indicate what would be a “fair hourly payment”, the mean response was 7.75 GBP (SD=10.18), which is higher than the 5 GBP/h Prolific’s minimum payment policy or the most frequent payment of 6 GBP/h. Nevertheless, they report that, on average, 70.07% (SD=18.18) of the studies in which they participated were fairly paid.

Attesting to the relevance of this factor to motivate participation, when a low reward is expected beforehand participants report more frequently to “Not to start it” (M=4.21, SD=2.10) than to “explore it, and then quit” (M=3.38; SD=1.96), or to “Respond, more or less randomly” (M=2.81, SD=1.94; all three options were rated between 1=Never to 7=Always).

Thus, when participants notice the inadequacy of the reward in the course of responding, this becomes the relevant factor for either quitting or alternatively rushing. In this scenario, participants report to be as likely to “Quit immediately” (M=3.52, SD=.05), “Respond, ignoring how much it pays” (M=3.69, SD=1.91), or “Respond more or less randomly” (M=3.21, SD=1.86). A total of 30.95% of participants reported a likelihood of responding randomly (above 4 in the scale) if they found out, halfway through a survey, that they would not receive an adequate payment.

Discussion

The respondents in this study are experts in responding to surveys, who are not likely to be “malicious workers” or “fast deceivers”, who sabotage the task at hand. They show, however, awareness of the possibility of moving from a position of motivation and careful responding, to
one we describe as rushing, and that this can occur due to specific features of the survey design as well as the fairness of payment, given such design. Our qualitative approach allows us to state that these participants identify **Repetition, Survey length** and **No interest in topic** as factors that push them to rush to the end of a survey.

These factors match results of previous investigations, which show that repetition of items, questions and instructions, decreased individuals’ response rates (Asarch et al., 2009). What is perceived as “repetition” was further clarified by our participants in phase 2: it is clear that respondents feel that a survey is repetitive especially when the same questions are repeated, more than when there is repetition of stimuli or the entire task. However, the simple repetition of stimuli or of a task is also likely to lead to participants to feel repetition. These data are consistent with studies that show that grouping of multiple items per page reduce decreases in response rate, possibly by avoiding the feeling of repetition of questions, instructions and rating scales (Roßmann et al., 2018; Van Selm & Jankowski, 2006). Moreover, our data clarifies that respondents feel repetition when they find themselves doing the same task 5-6 times, or performing it for more than 6 minutes.

“Long survey”, and other similar phrasings, took the place of second most frequently mentioned reason as to why our participants decide to rush to the end of surveys, in detriment of a thoughtful and motivated participation. Survey length has indeed been previously shown to have an important role in survey participation; the shorter surveys being more likely to have participants agreeing to do it (Quinn, 2002, cit. Nulty, 2008; Van Selm & Jankowski, 2006). This match between what was shown to impact individuals’ behaviors and the naïve believes of participants (at least as expert participants) has a highly relevant technical consequence: pre-tests of surveys can ask participants for their subjective experience with the survey with regard those factors, as a way of preventing rushing in further deployments.

But our results further underline the impact of survey length by showing that it is not only the length that counts, but also how it related to payment. Length is perceived as problematic when participants feel that the reward for completing it is inadequate. And the consequences of this are somewhat detrimental, since even these “good participants” report a likelihood to respond randomly to the survey when they find out the reward is inadequate in the course of completing it. Thus, rushing is more likely when rewards do not match the length of the study, than when they do. Nevertheless, the majority of our participants seem to be somewhat resistant to totally disregarding the accuracy of their responses even when they feel to be badly paid. This is evidenced by the fact that “responding, ignoring how much it pays” is reported as the most common behavior to be had when participants find out the pay is inadequate in the course of responding.

Our data may help researchers to carefully consider the relationship between length and payment of their surveys. From our data we learn about participants’ expectations regarding the adequate length of a study presented as a short study (<5 minutes), medium study (around 12 minutes) and long study (around 23 minutes). These estimations are consistent with what is stated by Revilla (2017), that “the median for the ideal length is 10 minutes and for the maximum length is 20 minutes” (p. 563), and from our data we learn the expected payments for each of these survey lengths. According to our sample, the correct amount would be a constant 8.86 GBP per hour (averaged). However, when asked about a “fair hourly pay”, participants lower the amount to an average of 7.75 GBP/h.

A final conclusion supported by our study is that participants report that in approximately half of the surveys they participate in (52.26%) they do not find the topic interesting; in approximately 40% of the times, awareness that the topic is not as interesting as previously thought occurs in the course of responding. Despite a lack of interest, participants report that in 13.38% of the times
they are likely to continue their attentive participation, not quitting the survey. A bit more worrying is the fact that a larger percentage of the times (17.79%) they admit to responding randomly.

**Dealing with rushing**

We find a good match between the results of our subjective descriptive study and the conclusions drawn from more objective data. This suggests those with a long experience in survey responding can provide us with relevant feedback about the consequences of a specific survey design. We may gain from relying on participants’ reports of their experiences of repetition, and length estimations in a pre-test of our surveys. These pre-tests will be beneficial if ran by these experts. We can ask them about how much they experienced a sense of repetition of questions, a sense of repetition of stimuli after completing the survey. We can ask them if the survey felt long or short, and if the payment was fair. We can inquire them about the occurrence of rushing behavior at specific moments of the survey.

Platforms such as Qualtrics (“Expert Review”) and SurveyMonkey (“Genius”) already offer us some clues about these features, providing feedback about the performance and overall quality of the survey. This feedback is based on known concepts from academic literature such as satisficing, acquiescence response bias, straightlining (Herzog & Bachman, 1981; Krosnick, 1991), and includes recommendations on aspects such as survey length, question format and wording, among others (for an example, see Vannette, n/d). However, as a more specific strategy of validation, we can also rely on the information provided by these experts – both on the information summarized in these inquiries regarding factors to attend to in order to reduce the likelihood of speeding leading to random responding, and on specific inquiries about our own surveys. From a proper pre-test of our surveys, we can target survey features that alter the behavior of respondents; specifically, specific demotivating features lead them to rush.

Nevertheless, it will not always be possible to comply with the pre-test results. It may not be possible to make surveys shorter, or to avoid some level of repetition in questions; nor is there much hope that we can, or want, to promote high levels of interest in the survey’s topic. How then to deal with the likelihood of rushing? A way around this could be to insert additional features in the survey that may capture rushers and aid to filter the “bad data” from the “good” one, such as using “manipulation checks” (trap questions) (e.g., Gummer, Roßmann, & Silber, 2018; Hauser & Schwarz, 2015), or diminishing this behavior, by including messages as a result of responding too fast (e.g., Conrad, Tourangeau, Couper, & Zhang, 2017). Although this prolongs the survey (and long surveys seem to be one factor that leads to rushing), the tradeoff between having a shorter survey (which may have other problematic features that demotivate participants) and controlling for rushers must be weighted. Additionally, some web survey design recommendations are also thoroughly discussed in the literature, and mention the use of certain features which could aid with the demotivating factors we discuss here (e.g., Couper, 2000; Dillman, 2011; Tourangeau, Conrad, & Couper, 2013). An often cited example is the use of a visual progress bar – a graphic or symbol that “convey[s] a sense of where the respondent is in the completion progress” (Dillman, Tortora, & Bowker, 1998, p. 12), increasing respondent motivation in long survey completion (Couper, Traugott, & Lamias, 2001).

As a final proposal, we can consider asking participants regarding when in the survey they started to feel a need to rush, making it clear that their response has no weight on their reward. Because rushing is perceived to be promoted, or caused, by the experimenter, and not derived from a bad attitude on the side of the responders, it is likely that we can obtain highly informative responses. Of course, this is still a question that should be empirically tested in the future.
Limitations and future directions

Our qualitative subjective approach is clear in informing regarding how experts in survey collaboration experience their participation in a study. The subjective results match objective data collected in previous studies. However, one type of data should not be confounded with the other, and a match is not a necessary occurrence in the future with regard to other dimensions. Although we work with a qualitative approach, focusing on an expert sample and aiming for descriptive data, it may be argued that a broader and more representative sample should be used in future studies, in order to consolidate the generality of our conclusions.

The fact that we select an expert sample of participants, as well as the nature of the questions, may lead to some level of social desirability. Because of that, some of our results should be considered optimistic, such as participants demonstrating a certain resistance to avoid participation and to totally disregard the accuracy of their responses. But if all these results seem more positive than they really are, the contrary may be said for rushing behaviors: they might be worse than what our participants report here. Nevertheless, the bias introduced by social desirability in individual responses did not injure their informative value, and allow us to detect relevant factors for rushing and a methodology for future use in pre-testing of surveys.

Future studies may find it relevant to approach satisfying and rushing as two distinctive speeding strategies. In the first, participants are expected to understand speeding as associated with being efficient in their responding, whereas for the second they are aware that quality is at risk.

Repetition, survey length and interest in the topic are features that our expert participants name as having an impact in their own behaviors. These converge with previous empirical research that manipulates such survey aspects and finds consequences in their results. We believe that this convergence of the two methodologies used (a more objective and a subjective one) is relevant to the proposal that we can rely on these expert opinions to offer important feedback about the characteristics of our surveys that need to be revised in order to reduce the likelihood of rushing.
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Appendix 1

Participant’s answers to the Phase 1 survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>Boredom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It’s boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Survey being boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tedium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uneventful task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing subject</td>
<td>Subject changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When it starts going off-topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion (not specified)</td>
<td>Confusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doesn’t make sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strange answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusing instructions</td>
<td>Being confused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confusing directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unclear Instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusing questions</td>
<td>No detail in questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions that seem to have no relation to the study or are vague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unclear questions that I don’t know how to answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusing subject</td>
<td>Subject you don’t understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure about purpose of study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flow not properly thought out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagrams</td>
<td>Complicated diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>Difficult level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard to answer questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If the task asks difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effortful answers</td>
<td>Minimum characters responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requiring too detailed answers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 1 (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Errors in survey          | Errors  
If there are spelling errors that make it seem unprofessional  
Punctuation errors                                                                                                                                        |
| Choice overload           | Too many choices  
To many answers for multiple choice                                                                                                                       |
| External to survey        | Being interrupted  
Distraction  
Distractions  
Doing a multitude of tasks simultaneously (outside the survey)  
Having to be somewhere  
No time outside of studies  
Other Commitments  
Tired  
Working  
Stress                                                                                                                                |
| Items per page            | A page like many questions  
I don’t like completing very big tables of radio buttons, especially if I need to keep scrolling up to read headings  
Questions that require you to scroll down the screen each time  
Too many questions on one page                                                                                                                     |
| Low reward                | A very long questionnaire with very little reward  
If the reward wasn’t enough  
Little reward  
Low incentive  
Low Paying  
Low pay out  
Money lose  
Price                                                                                                                                  |
| Media usage               | Images  
Media  
No images                                                                                                                                     |
| No interest in topic      | Boring subject  
Boring subject matter  
Boring topic  
Dull subject  
Interest  
Irrelevant questions  
Lack of interest  
Not interesting  
Not interesting  
Of no interest to me  
Subject  
Subject you don’t like  
Survey is often not really interesting to me  
The research not being valued by me  
Uninteresting  
Uninteresting survey  
Uninteresting topic  
Uninteresting questions  
Very uninteresting survey |
### Appendix 1 (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Time limit**          | Time taking longer than indicated  
                          Too little time given to finish the survey in a proper way  
                          Needing a response too quickly  
                          Time Constraints                                                                 |
| **Pauses**              | Pauses                                                                                                                                 |
| **Privacy**             | Too much private info                                                                                                                        |
| **Progress bar**        | No progress bar (i.e., percentage of completion)  
                          No visual progression bar  
                          Not knowing how far I was from the end, i.e., no progress bar                                                                                  |
| **Question inconsistency** | Lists of “rate 1-5” that are inconsistent (one question is “I am” and other is “I am not”)                                               |
| **Question length**     | Long questions  
                          Long questions  
                          Long questions  
                          Long questions  
                          Long winded questions  
                          Long winded questions  
                          The questions being too long  
                          Too long questions                                                                 |
| **Rating scale overuse** | A lot of tick list  
                          Lists of “rate 1-5” that have more than 10 rows  
                          Many disagree to agree scale questions  
                          Only (or mostly) scales on tasks/questions in the survey (example: disagree / neither agree nor disagree / agree) |
| **Repetition**          | Asking the same thing repeatedly  
                          Being filled with monotonous questions formatted always in the same way  
                          Being repetitive  
                          If the questions were too repetitive  
                          Iteration  
                          It’s repetitive  
                          Repeated questions  
                          Repeating questions  
                          Repetitive questions  
                          Repetitiveness  
                          Repetition  
                          Repetition  
                          Repetition  
                          Repetitive  
                          Repetitive  
                          Repetitive questions  
                          Repetitive questions  
                          Repetitive questions  
                          Repetitive questions  
                          Repetitive questions  
                          Repetitive questions  
                          Repetitive tasks  
                          Repetitive tasks (gets boring fast)  
                          Repetitiveness                    |
### Appendix 1 (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Repetition                   | Repetitiveness of tasks/questions  
The questions are extremely similar  
Very similar questions over and over again |
| Required to download         | If I am required to download something onto my computer as part of the study |
| Restrictive alternatives     | Sometimes the option that I would like to give is not available            |
| Survey length                | Being extremely long  
Duration  
Excessive length  
If it takes too long  
If the survey was too long  
Just can’t be bothered to read through any more questions thoroughly  
Large amount of time  
Length  
Length  
Length  
Long  
Long  
Long survey  
Long survey  
Much more question  
Surveys with 2340 questions and more  
Time  
Time  
Too long  
Too long  
Too long  
Too long  
Too long  
Too many questions  
Too many questions  
Too many questions  
Very lengthy surveys  
When you need more than 10 minutes to complete it |
| Text amount                  | Amount of text  
Long directions  
Long paragraphs  
Long text in the beginning to get the topic of the survey  
Long texts  
Lots of Text  
Too much reading required  
Too much text  
With heavy text |
| Unresponsive interface       | Difficult to complete e.g., click and drag and it won’t register  
Icons not responding well  
If the questions take too long to load |
| Unresponsive interface       | Poor technical aspects (like mouse clicks or scrolling not working)  
Technical problems  
Worried about the speed of paging loading |
Appendix 1 (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>Bad questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death of someone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humoral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lose friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lose sth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Making a mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Many boxes to tick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No luck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not presentable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Owning property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sth. unlucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When a progress bar nears the end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pressa para acabar: Percepções de participantes dos aspectos desmotivadores em estudos online

Cada vez mais, estudos na área das ciências sociais, são dados adquiridos na internet, chegando a participantes online. Alguns participantes iniciam a sua participação de forma empenhada e motivada, mas desenvolvem, progressivamente, “comportamentos apressados”. Inquirimos participantes experientes em participar em estudos online sobre as razões que os levariam a sentir motivação para apressar (definido como acelerar a participação sem preocupação pela sua qualidade). Esta abordagem revelou Repetição, Duração do estudo e Desinteresse no tópico como os três aspectos centrais que levariam os participantes a apressar estudos. Subsequentemente, os mesmos participantes indicaram que a repetição diz respeito ao tipo de questão (mais do que o tipo de estímulo ou tarefa), e à execução da mesma tarefa mais de 5-6 vezes, ou com uma duração superior a 6 minutos. A duração do estudo diz respeito à preferência por estudos mais curtos, bem como a experiência subjectiva da duração exceder expectativas prévias (i.e., duração superior à anunciada), levando a apressar, dada a redução do pagamento por hora à medida que o estudo vai aumentando em duração. Desinteresse no tópico foi reportado como sendo consistentemente elevado, embora não seja uma razão principal para abandonar o estudo – no entanto, havendo uma alteração no esperado nível de interesse a meio do estudo, foi reportado como um factor promotor de apressar a participação. Discutimos estes dados incidindo na sua relevância, e enquanto indicadores de como pré-testes com participantes peritos poderão beneficiar estudos online.

Palavras-chave: Estudos online, Apressar, Validade de dados.